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It speaks volumes about the quality of a chamber choir when it can call upon their 
own members as soloists just as the Birmingham Bach Choir did last night at St 
Paul’s Church in two 20th century works. In Britten’s Te Deum Emily Carew Gibbs 
voice blissfully blended with the sopranos around her and in Gerald Finzi’s Lo the full 
sacrifice, possibly the highlight for me in this excellent concert, three more members 
again blended well with the whole choir – the programme notes describe a ravishing 
solo duet for baritone and tenor towards the end which were just so. Finzi has 
generally been regarded as a miniaturist but in this work he shows us what mastery he 
had over the larger forms. 
 
Conductor Paul Spicer has a knack of attracting excellent organists and he succeeded 
once again in Callum Alger whose playing in Bach’s Kyrie, Gott heiliger Geist was 
quite riveting.  
 
The motet 'Lobet den Herrn' was long regarded as one of the six canonic motets by 
Bach, but nowadays specialists agree that it is not a work by Bach. The two themes at 
the beginning do not fit comfortably together in accordance with the rules of 
counterpoint – and if there was anyone who knew how to follow those rules from an 
early age it was J S Bach, but does that really matter? Whoever did actually compose 
the work was having an enormous amount of fun and last night so were this brilliant 
choir. 
 

 
 
This highly enjoyable concert was another example of a noble institution gathering 
itself up to try and re-assert ‘normal’ times in its concert calendar. The Birmingham 
Bach Choir had slightly reduced numbers (due to Covid) but included some fresh 
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faces too. St Paul’s is a rare venue for this choir, but its ambience suits them (and 
Bach especially) well. 
 
In the week containing the longest day of the year, the concert’s title of Lux Aeterna 
was apposite in finding a theme to bind the programme together, but there were many 
darker works than light to my ears. 
 
Highlights included John Joubert’s setting of Henry VIII’s prayer, “O Lorde, the 
maker of al thing” with its surprisingly severe and gravely angular opening in unison 
before developing into a mood of troubled foreboding. This was beautifully shaped by 
Paul Spicer in a great arch.  
 
Britten’s skill and imagination was a constant delight in his Te Deum, innumerable 
details giving pleasure, whether “Praise thee” from the men bubbling away under the 
sustained textures of the sopranos and altos, or the soprano solo ‘Thou art the King of 
Glory,’ touchingly sung by Emily Carew Gibbs. 
 
James MacMillan’s radiant ‘Lux Aeterna’ was an emotional and technical tour de 
force. 
 
Bach often presents death as a happy event, allowing the soul to enter into eternal 
bliss and his genius in conveying the mixed feelings of grief and serenity due to trust 
in God was evident everywhere in his funeral motet ‘Komm, Jesu, komm,’ fervently 
sung and with expressive sensitivity to the text’s ever-changing sentiments. 
 
In his substantial organ introduction guest organist Callum Alger did his best with the 
limited colouristic resources available from the St. Paul’s organ in Finzi’s  ‘Lo, the 
full, final sacrifice’.  But to anyone who has heard the orchestral version of this large-
scale work, this organ original cannot but seem a little pallid in comparison. It was 
beautifully sung, making the most of its varied textures and solos, ebbing and flowing 
to ecstatic climaxes and with its serene final Amens, bringing a fitting end to a fine 
concert. 
 
John Gough 
 
 
 


